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Text: 
 
1. Modification of the network content: 
 
We started the reconstruction process by removing erroneous content from the starting model.             
The content removed included gap filling reactions, redundant biochemical networks, erroneous           
pathways, non-functional isozymes and genes with unknown functions erroneously associated          
with metabolic processes. For example, S. aureus is known to be incapable of B oxidation, a                
pathway that was fully functional in the starting model. These modifications included            
directionality changes, changes in metabolite identifiers and enzyme cofactor usage. For           
example, S. aureus is known to use NADPH and not NADH for fatty acid biosynthesis (1,2),                
menaquinol-7 and not menaquinol-8 for respiration and its genome only carries the genes for              
anaerobic and not aerobic biosynthesis of protoheme. Reactions were set to be irreversible             
when sufficient supporting literature evidence was available. For example, a recent kinetic and             
structural analysis of S. aureus alanine racemase suggested that the L-alanine to D-alanine             
direction is favored (3). An irreversible reaction is modelled by setting the lower bound to its flux                 
to 0. Reversibility was assumed when insufficient evidence suggested the opposite and when             
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the reverse direction did not allow production of an energy currency or an oxidative potential               
(e.g., ATP, NAD, pumping of a proton to the extracellular matrix, oxygen). We used              
literature-based evidence to modify gene protein reaction rules (GPR). For example, iron            
transport is known to be mediated by a number of multi-protein complexes in S. aureus (4) and                 
we updated the corresponding GPR to reflect both the redundancy and complexity of the              
metabolic process. 

2. MRSA-specific additions reveal metabolic knowledge gaps: 
Accessory metabolic capabilities are capabilities that are not shared by all strains of a species               
and can confer divergent growth and antibiotic resistant phenotypes (5,6). We thus incorporated             
known metabolic features specific to the USA-300 group of MRSA strains. For example, the              
lower sensitivity to spermine toxicity in CA-MRSA strains (7) has been associated with one gene               
(speG) within the arginine catabolic mobile element encoding a spermine/spermidine          
acetyltransferase. While the full catabolic pathway was added, we could not assign a gene              
protein reaction rule to each metabolic step due to lack of genomic and literature evidence. We                
conclude that future work could help to fill the knowledge gaps in the spermidine catabolic               
pathway. Another gene - mecA, which is predominantly present in MRSA strains is known to               
confer multidrug resistance (8). It encodes a penicillin-binding protein (pbp2A), which constitutes            
an acquired transpeptidase that functions in concert with two other native transpeptidases (pbp1             
and pbp2) (9,10) involved in one of the final steps of the peptidoglycan biosynthetic pathway. As                
such, the gene-protein-reaction rule (GPR) which maps genes to a reaction was updated to              
reflect the capability of pbp2A to compensate for pbp2 (which under antibiotic stress is              
non-functional). 
 

3. False negatives highlight gaps of knowledge in metabolism: 
 
A total of 4 genes involved in the biosynthesis of L-methionine from S-Adenosyl-L-homocysteine             
(AHCYS) initially fell under the category of false positives. S-Adenosyl-L-homocysteine is a            
by-product of menaquinone-7 biosynthesis and L-methionine biosynthesis is the only metabolic           
route known to consume AHCYS. Since the genes involved in L-methionine biosynthesis are             
not essential, we suggest that there is another unknown pathway for the utilization and              
conversion of AHCYS in S. aureus. To compensate for this known knowledge gap, we added a                
demand reaction which is an unbalanced intracellular reaction that allows for the consumption of              
a metabolite (11). Before this addition, the total number of false negatives was 28. 
Two genes involved in molybdate uptake (modA and modC) were observed to be non-essential              
for growth in LB. It has been shown that mutants defective in modABC (the complex involved in                 
molybdate transport) had fully restored molybdate activity under non physiologically high           
concentrations of molybdate suggesting that there is another non-specific molybdate transport           
mechanism (12). 
 

4. Gene essentiality highlights cases of non-essential protein complex         
subunits. 
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We found 27 cases of non-essential subunits of multiprotein complexes, a phenomenon            
previously observed in cyanobacteria (13). For example, proton-sodium antiport is mediated by            
three multi-protein membrane complexes (mpsABC, mnhABCDEFG (14) and mrpABCDEFG         
(15)) and at least one gene in each complex is essential and one gene is non-essential for                 
growth in rich medium. All three complexes are involved in respiration but their exact              
mechanism remains unknown. Gene essentiality observations suggest that their functions are           
not compensatory. We noticed a similar scenario for other prominent multiprotein complexes: 1)             
the ATP synthase atpABCDEHG (for which only atpC and atpE were observed to be essential);               
2) dihydroxyacetone phosphotransferase dhaKML (for which only dhaL was observed to be            
essential); 3) anthranilate synthase trpGE (for which only trpG was observed to be essential),              
and: 4) molybdate-binding complex modAB (modA was observed to be essential). Intriguingly,            
while the model predicted that modA and cysA were essential for growth, experimental             
observations indicated otherwise. Both genes along with modB participate in molybdate           
transport. Molybdate is utilized for molybdenum cofactor biosynthesis and has been shown to             
be indispensable for the proper function of dependent protein complexes. We hypothesize that             
either S. aureus encodes for other complexes capable of carrying out molybdate transport, or              
molybdate is not truly essential for growth. In the latter case, we argue that molybdate would                
again constitute a conditional biomass precursor. 
 

5. Protein structures coupled with gene essentiality uncover false and real           
isozymes: 
 
In some cases, the genome annotation indicated the presence of homologous genes, many of              
which were modelled as isozymes. However, the contextualization of gene essentiality with            
genome scale modelling highlighted cases in which the homologous genes were not isozymes             
and cases in which one of the two homologous genes encoded for an additional function. In                
other words, they could not individually and independently carry out the corresponding            
enzymatic function. For example, acetyl-coa carboxylation is carried out by a multiprotein            
complex consisting of three subunits (one of which consists of two proteins); accA, accB, accC               
and accD. There were two sets of homologs in the genome annotated as biotin carboxylases               
accB (BC;usa300hou_rs08160, usa300hou_rs08560) and biotin carboxyl carrier protein accC         
(BCCP;usa300hou_rs08155, usa300hou_rs08555) sharing 35% and 47% sequence homology        
respectively. The usa300hou_rs08155 and usa300hou_rs8160 shared strong structural        
similarity to a biotin carboxylase in S. aureus and biotin carboxyl carrier protein in E. coli                
respectively. Incidentally, they were also contiguous. We could not find significant structural            
homology for the second set of genes. Additionally, one gene in the second set              
(usa300hou_rs08555) was observed to be non-essential while usa300hou_rs08155 was         
essential. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that usa300hou_rs08555 and          
usa300hou_rs08560 are functionally different from usa300hou_rs08155 and       
usa300hou_rs08160 respectively. Similarly, while two genes were annotated as serine-tRNA          
ligase, only one was found to be essential (usa300hou_rs00045 and not           
USA300HOU_RS08390). Again, upon examining the swissprot BLAST results, we found that           
the essential gene has high sequence homology with a serine-tRNA ligase experimentally            
characterized in S. aureus (16) while the other did not. As a result, we updated the gene                 
reaction rule to only include usa300hou_rs00045. 
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Similarly, two genes were annotated as encoding uracil phosphoribosyltransferase         
(UPP;usa300hou_rs11405, usa300hou_rs06020) in the S. aureus genome. The        
usa300hou_rs11405 was observed to be non-essential and shared strong structural homology           
with the uracil phosphoribosyltransferase in Bacillus caldolyticus (17). The usa300hou_rs06020          
was found to be essential and was annotated as pyrR, a bifunctional protein involved in               
regulation of pyrimidine biosynthetic genes but also known to have a weak uracil             
phosphoribosyltransferase activity in Bacillus subtilis (18). We hypothesize that pyrR is essential            
for its regulatory role as opposed to it UPP activity. 
 

6. Mutants with partially affected growth corroborate the presence of          
functional isozymes in S. aureus: 
 
Prediction results were variable for the 11 mutants whose growth was partially affected with              
respect to wild type. We found that 5 gene knockouts (ald, ald2 pyc, argD and gtlA) simulate                 
unaffected growth. The mutant with a disrupted gltA (citrate synthase) had an intermediate             
growth phenotype but the model simulated full growth. The condensation of acetyl-coa and             
oxaloacetate can be catalyzed by two different isozymes; gltA or sbnG. SbnG is a second citrate                
synthase that shuttles citrate for staphyloferrin B biosynthesis (19). While both enzymes are             
wired to carry out a similar function, they are structurally distinct and participate in two different                
metabolic modules, which could explain the observed intermediate growth phenotype.  
 
In another case, two genes - ald1 and ald2, annotated as alanine dehydrogenases and              
incorporated in an ‘OR’ rule were found to affect bacterial growth individually upon disruption.              
While the gene sequences only shared 40% percent sequence identity, the respective protein             
structures (obtained from homology modeling) aligned well, with an RMSD alignment of 0.94.             
The crystal structure used for homology modeling originated from a Mycobacterium tuberculosis            
alanine dehydrogenase. The two active site residues (His96 and Asp270) which were identified             
in the original structure (20), were found to be conserved in ald1 and ald2. We further searched                 
for homology across 46 sequences of alanine dehydrogenase spanning 5 organisms including            
Bacillus halodurans, Thermus thermophilus, Archaeoglobus fulgidus, Mycobacterium       
tuberculosis and Phormidium lapideum and found that while they may share the same function,              
the percent identity of the sequences ranged between 23.85% and 61.73%. Taken together,             
these results hint that both genes do function as alanine dehydrogenases and that they may               
have evolved to function in different metabolic modules. 
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S1 Fig: Comparison of gene essentiality prediction accuracy across different S. aureus            
GEMs.  



` 
 
S2 Fig: Cell wall biosynthesis false negatives. We compared the GEM predictions for gene              
essentiality against the experimental observations of transposon mutant library. We found a            
total of 8 genes that were falsely predicted to be essential involved in the biosynthesis of cell                 
wall components including lipoteichoic acid and wall teichoic acids.  
 
 



 
S3 Fig: Gene essentiality predictions for growth of S. aureus strains on multiple media              
types. We simulated the effect of a gene knockout on different chemically defined media in               
silico. The genes shown here are observed to be nonessential in TSB (in vitro) and the in silico                  
model-driven predictions in 6 different media. For practicality, the genes that were falsely             
predicted to be essential in rich media (discussed in the main text) are not shown here. See                 
table S3 for the full data-set. 
 



 
S4 Fig: Uptake rates for the top 10 extracellular metabolites calculated from the absolute              
quantitative exo-metabolomics measurements for growth of S. aureus strain LAC on chemically            
defined medium (CDM) and glucose + chemically defined medium (CDMG) (21). The full set of               
calculated uptake rates is available in table S4. 
 

 
S5 Fig: GAM and NGAM calculation for S. aureus. For each condition-specific GEM, a GAM               
and NGAM value were calculated by taking a percentage of the E. coli GAM and NGAM and                 
simulating for maximal growth. Maximal growth was simulated from 100% of the E. coli value               
down to 10% of the initial value. Experimentally observed growth is shown on the plot and its                 
intersection with the GAM vs growth rate curve is used to find the corresponding GAM and                
NGAM values 
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S6 Fig: Comparison of predicted and measured relative growth rate across the CDM versus              
CDM+glucose 
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